
National University of Mongolia, Training, Research and Service Center  

(NUM, TRS center) 

 

Introduction. 

The Training, research, and service center is a part of the National University of Mongolia.  It 

serves as a field site for students and researchers, and open to anyone with similar activities. 

The center invites teams and organizations interested in collaborating towards research 

development especially in environmental field but not limited to. It welcomes national and 

international institutions to do research and projects.  

 

We also invite guests to have fun time with their colleagues and friends. To support its activities 

the center runs ger and building rooms for guests arrived for their leisure.  

The TRS center has 2 two stored and 1 stored 8 buildings, 10 gers with capacity of 

accommodating approximately 80 people in one shift.  

The TRS center has facilities to conduct training, seminars, and workshops; catering hall with 

80 seats, traditional and modern toilets, and shower rooms with running warm water. There are 

also play yards for basketball, football, and volleyball. 

 

The center is an excellent place for team building and retreat activities. It is clean and 

comfortable to stay. Its unique nature allows you to have pleasant time in the wilderness. 

We are fully operational throughout summer, and on weekends in fall and spring. 

 

Foreign cooperation in research activities. 

Since 2015, we have been working on the lightning detection sensor project of Vaisala Inc, 

USA. Also, we have been implementing the development of freezing system with renewable 

energy in Mongolia project for the 6 years in cooperation with the Japanese company Hitachi. 

 

Address.  

NUM Training, Research, and Service center is located in pristine natural site of Turgen valley 

in the Bogd Khan strictly protected area. It is southwest of Ulaanbaatar in proximity of 20 km 

from the city. 

 

Contact us. 

Ulykpan Aibek 

NUM BLD 2, Room 491 

Ulaanbaatar, 14201, Mongolia  

Tel: 9908 1466 

E-mail: NUMTRS@gmail.com 
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